ESSENCES
Why KOS KREBS stays something special

PROJECT REFERENCES

The basis of tastefulness
At KOS KREBS we focus on contract fabric design and production and tailor made textile furnishings – turnkey.

Several hundred projects during the last decades are tangible proof of KOS KREBS’ success in providing full service for the hospitality and health care sector. Deploying KOS KREBS experienced team, there is no need for the customer to coordinate several suppliers for fabrics, for sewing and installation. At KOS KREBS there is exactly one project manager to take care of the customer’s and the projects’ needs. We do not talk about streamlined project processing. We simply do it.

Just lean back and enjoy the unique perfection of KOS KREBS.
There is a choice of 117 artfully designed rooms which differ in size between 27 and 36 square meters as well as five luxury suites from 55 up to 141 square meters. The room decoration bribes with fine details. The special highlights of Andaz Amsterdam are the fantastic view on the imaginative designed Observatory, the wonderfull garden and the Prinsengracht which is part of the UNESCO world heritage.
Textile welcome atmosphere!
KOS KREBS accomplished this object by creating an authentic home ambience at the Courtyard and Residence Inn München City Ost.
Dorfhotel Boltenhagen is part of the extensive and complex growth of marina Boltenhagen that is located close to one of the oldest natural Baltic resorts in Germany. It is one of the most beautiful coastal areas of the Baltic Sea.
REFERENCE

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel – Oradea

The DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Oradea is conveniently located in the green area of Oradea, directly on the lake side. Oradea is known as one of the most wonderful cities of Romania.
Fire & Ice Hotel – Neuss
Bergromantik mit 4 Sternen

The Four-Star Superior Hotel
Fire & Ice convinces
with an innovative combination
of contrasts, like fire and ice.
The hotel is located close to the Old Town of Würzburg. The impressive 17-storey hotel building is formed like an ellipse and can be seen from afar.
The new Hilton Garden Inn Davos is perfectly located directly across from the congress center Davos and just a few minutes away from the ski resorts Parsenn and Jakobs-horn. The charming hotel was fitted with textiles of KOS KREBS. It offers a pleasant stay and a real blessing for everyone’s eyes.
REFERENCE

Iberotel Boltenhagen
Feel the sea

The newly built four-star-superior hotel with an upstream marina is located between Lübeck and Wismar close to the traditional Baltic resort Boltenhagen.
蕊 

IBIS MÜNCHEN CITY WEST

The Ibis München City West has 208 modern, soundproofed standard rooms and a lavishly appointed lobby with restaurant. KOS KREBS took part of creating the cozy ambience.
REFERENCE
Kempinski Grand Hotel High Tatras
Rustic atmosphere and elegant charm

The Kempinski brand is associated with exclusivity, luxury and excellent service. With the inauguration of the Grand Hotel High Tatras, the prestigious group has heralded the dawn of a new era in the High Tatras. Relaxed and modern at the same time, this hotel addresses a new generation of 5-star hotel guests. KOS KREBS also played a key role in the project, creating a rustic yet elegant atmosphere with a wide array of materials.
REFERENCE
Kempinski Vilnius – Cathedral Square

Start your journey at the Kempinski Hotel Cathedral Square, where history, luxury and elegance can be experienced in the heart of Vilnius. Discover the most exclusive collection of the 96 luxurious rooms and suites. Each fitted with its own character and style. Experience the sophisticated cuisine in the classy restaurant and bar area or relax in the lobby lounge with a fine cocktail.
REFERENCE

Mandarin Oriental München
Classic elegance with a touch of the Orient

The Mandarin Oriental Munich is an elegant hotel, full of character, located behind historic facades in the heart of Munich’s atmospheric Old Town. The cultural and historical references combined with functional contemporary comfort create an individual style and a distinctive ambience. The interior design concept: neo-Biedermeier style furniture and an interior combining neo-style elements from various historical periods combined with a touch of the Orient. The atmosphere is cosy and elegant, with a luxurious feel created by carefully selected curtains, cushions and throws. All of the fabrics – including the upholstery for the furniture – were supplied by KOS KREBS.
It is not often one comes across a project which could be described as the ‘coronation’ of the business sector. At the Mandarin Oriental Prague, however, this description immediately springs to mind. This was undoubtedly the most demanding, momentous and technically challenging hotel project in the history of our company. The first challenge involved adapting the interior design concept to the requirements of the hotel, fire safety rules, historical building conservation regulations and the investment budget available.
REFERENCE
Mercure Hotel Stoller Zürich

KOS KREBS succeeded in creating a consistent overall image by using fabrics of his own Silk Road and Basic collection.
REFERENCE
Mövenpick Hotel Stuttgart Airport & Fair

The modern Mövenpick Hotel Stuttgart Airport & Fair is a four-star-superior-business hotel and due to its direct access to the airport, the fair area as well as the ICS International Congress Center Stuttgart unique in Germany. The Design Hotel guarantees a relaxing stay, exclusive events and successful meetings.
REFERENCE
The Augustine Prag
Grandeur, classic and elegant ambience in a former monastery

It’s difficult to imagine Prague without Art Deco. Rocco Forte has revived the style of this period in the interior of The Augustine in this European cultural metropolis. Most of the decorative accessories and fabric designs were inspired by 1930’s Czech Cubism. This crisp, ornamental style demands attention to every last detail – especially when it comes to producing technical solutions to achieve the end result. In keeping with the original spirit of the 1930s, KOS KREBS is a master of his craft.
REFERENCE

Fuschl Castle – recovers its splendour

Legendary hotels like Fuschl Castle are few and far between in the world. With its incomparable location on the shores of the lake, the castle has accommodated members of the nobility, archbishops, empresses and film stars since 1450. Distinguished as one of the best resorts in Europe by Condé Nast Traveler, Fuschl Castle was already enjoying worldwide fame back in the 1950s: its fairytale location on the shores of Lake Fuschl, just a Mozart serenade from Salzburg, made it the ideal backdrop for the film Sissi with Romy Schneider.
We are very pleased to be part of the unique creation of the Sheraton Hannover Pelikan Hotel. The former pen producing factory is a real industrial-monument, and shines now in a new splendor of the New York Mansion collection fabrics designed by KOS KREBS. In 1906 the industrial building was used to manufacture “Pelikan”-pens and is now turned into a one-of-a-kind design hotel.
REFERENCE
Steigenberger Frankfurter Hof – Splendid, comfortable and exclusiv

KOS KREBS managed to emphasize the Wilhelmian charm of this hotel. If textile know-how meets creativity, New and Old attains an artistic unity. Exclusive fabrics and fascinating designs raise the elegance of the Steigenberger Frankfurter Hof additionally.
REFERENCE
Steigenberger Parkhotel Düsseldorf

The 5-Star awarded Steigenberger Parkhotel Düsseldorf has been renovated by KOS KREBS. The beauty of the outside parkway, embedded between trees, match perfectly with the invented textile design for the hotel. A special place to stay a while, not only for the romantic.
REFERENCE
Swissôtel Dresden

The new and exclusive hotel Swissôtel Dresden – Am Schloss was opened in April 2012. It is located in the heart of the Dresdens old city. Its historical facade conceals a stylish and extraordinary interior design with the latest technology. Swissôtel Dresden is an example of KOS KREBS’ involvement in the development and realization of unique designs.